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In thii discussion, a Teacher Corps program is 4iewed as a temporary,

organization which has as its major purpose institutional change which

is intended to improve the educational opportunities providedlow-income,

minorit children.. Thus, program efforts focus-primarily'on two goals:

(1), f ilitating the achievement of those institutional objectives which

are i ended to improve the quality of instruction experienced, by children;

and ) it4i itating the achievement of institutional objecti et which

are tended to improve the quality of therofessional prep ation

/// exp rdenced by preeervice and inservice teachers. The int nshipthe

mOor'component of the program's instructional system is "the primary

vehicle used to facilitate the achievement of those two sets o

iiistitutional objectives.

TjkTherefore, the position taken here is ttat thos, o, responsible.

'for program design, development, and operation should give particular

1

attention to: (1) those conceptualization processes which contribute to

/ the design of the program as a whole; and,,(2) thosezeonceptualization

'processes which Provide a foundation f9r theinstructional system which

/ is a majo component of the total program.' the purpose of this

/ tz' .

paper is to briefly discuss the.needifor and the ature of conceptualization
a.

and the instructionalin the development of the Teacher Corps progr

System which is a part er,tthat pro ram. Recause of the focus of this

session, only brief attention is given to the first of these processes

conceptualization of the total programwhile somewhat greater emphasis

is given to he rcondconceptUalization of the instructional system.

d'

1Paper presented at the*nual meetini of the National Teacher Corps,

'Washington, D.C., Jane, 1974.
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Program Conceptualization
R,

i

-. Program conceptualization should be .viewed as an important proCess

which permeates program design efforts. The folldwing appears to be a

most useful seguedce for designing a Teacher Cbrps program as it consists

of a series of tasks which give appropriate attention .to the need for.

program conceptuapzation. While,rebognizing that the accomplishment of

such tasks tends to be contextual, the segue ce presented here does seem

i

2

both valid and useful.

1. Designers of the program--representatives from the community,
school district, teaphing profession, college, and states for
exampleshould agree that the purpose of the program is to
bring about institutional change--consistent with institutional
objectiveswhich will significantly improve the educational
opportunities of low-income, minori(ty children.

2. Designers should conduct a need assessment which provides an
ahAlysis of the multi-institutional context and determines the
needs of each institution in light of its explicit and implicit
philosophies, goals, and/or objectives. J

3. Designers should identify those institutional objectives to which

. the program given federal guidelines and resource realities
is appropriately able to commit and ob4ate itself; that is, to
identify and pelect those institutional objectives which the
program will undertake as program goals and objectives.

4. Designers should give greater specI icity--in light of the
programmatic contextto eaph of t ose institutional objectives

selected and should confirm each s a program objective.

5. Designershaving conceptualize the.fpurposes of the program awe

having specified those purpose in the form of objectives to

which the program is c itte --should! (a) design activities

is which have the potentia to hning about 'the achievement of those

objectives, (b) design evaluation pracedures'which will provide

formative and sumMatiVe information regarding the progress of
the program with regard ta those objectives; and (c) design a

management system which can operationalize the program design;

that is, manage the program so that it can achieve its objectives.

(Specificatioh of the.mahagement system and management tasks
permits thesdevelopment'of those personnel role descriptions

which are so vital to effective program operation.)

S

This very brief description f a program design sequence suggests that

conceptuhlization is vital to he/operation of the program. Conceptualization

of-program purposes and obj ctives provides abase for the design,
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development, and operation of pogram activities, evaluation, and

management. The view here .is that the .greater the specificity and-

explicitness of that conceptualization the greater the likelihood of

program success.

Instructional System Conceptualization

Generally, the internship is viewed as the center of Teacher Corps

programs for it is this training which is seen as the major vehicliLfor

achieving piogram objectives. However, the training of interns is only

one component of the program's instructional system for the program may

be committed to the training of program staff, university faculty members,

team leaders, principals, classroom teachers, community persons, an

undergraduate teacher education students. Decisions 4n this reg result

from the conceptualization of a program's instructional system. T

conceptualization should build dirbctly from the program's stated

objectives and is twofold.

1. Designers of the instructional system on the basis of the p ogram

tlb system will train; and (2) specify tho role-related

objectives and the program design should: (a) those
persons

training objectives--competencies--which those individuals will be
expected to acquire and dem strate as a-result of this training.
This process results in a d ription of the instructional system's
"curriculum content."

2. Designers of the instructional system should specify in great
detail the operational characteristics of the instructional
system; that is, designers should be very clear as to the nature
of the instructional system. This process provides a foundation
for the design, development, operation, and evaluation of the
system.

Specification of- Competencies. The specification of competencies

should be built on a conceptualized role description; that is, specified

in terms of the roles persons assume during the operation of the program 2

as in the case of program staff members and /or in terms of thOse roles

persons are expected to play upon the completion of the program as in the

case of interns. , The literature (Cooper, Jones, and Weber, 1973; Houston,

Dodl, and Weber, 1973; and Johnson and Shearron, 1973) has adequately

tr



described these processes within a competency based-instructional system

context which. is quite compatible with'the efforts of most Teacher C
1 .

programs. Consequently, little else on this subject is needed here.

However, there are aeveril recommendationaoffered for your consideration.
,

.1

1. Program effectiveness is viewed here as a functicin of two
interrelated factors: (a) effective planning (program
conceptualization and design), and (b) competent personnel
"(persons who know and do their job well).' It is a well-
conceptualized pro which allows persons to fully understand
and appreciate their esponsibilities and it is.a well-
conceptualized instructional system (andIselection process)
which provides those pers s with the competence to fulfill
thoSe responsibilities, Te leaders are perhaps the best
case in point:

2. Role conceptualization and competency specification .$ best
accomplished through co :--;tive efforts which result in a
consciously pluralistic view incorporating a multiplicity of
inputs: The experiences of the 'authors-suggest that a very
effective team can be one consisti,hK of university instructors
and team leaders who operate as'pe'ters with the guidance and
assistance of a program developMeht specialist and vho actively
seek input from a broader rangeiof program personnel (interns,
community persons, state_personhel, teachers, inistrators,
and colleagues).

.3. The generation of cbmpetencies from clearly onceptualized role
descriptions allays designers to-move adequ ely related
instructional activities to, intended outcome . This results,
in "more rele t" instruction and evaluation. And in turn,
the trai s greatly assisted by being aware of the program's
expectations xithin the framework of his personal aspirations;

t is, the train6 is better able to link the instruction
he experiences to the role to which he aspires. This enhances
motivation and learning.

4. The conceptualization process is often time consuming. However,
in terms of'the benefits to be gained, designers can profit by
'viewing it a time wisely invested rather than time wasted.

Specification of Instructional System Characteristics. The

specification of the instructional system's operational characteristics

in advante of program operation is crucial tor it is this process perhaps
0

more than any other--which sets the "rules of the game." 0Educational

research and the eXperiences of many programs suggest that many problems

are avoided when operajzfonal expectations are known in advance.
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Consequently, the operational characteristiCs of_Ithe instructional system,<`

D

should be detailed prior to the initiation of training activitiesthe
i'

rules must be established before the game begins.

In this regard, designers face many decisions.

suggested below:

But a few are

1. Will instruction be competency ba's If so, to what extept will
the instructional system be campet cy based? And what will be the
program's operational definition competency based instruction?

2. Will instruction be campus - based; campus-centered, field-centered,
or field-based. And what will b0 the program's operatioital
definition of that alternative

?t
selects?

3. Will instruction be modularized'? If so, to what extent will the
instructional system be modulWrized? And what will he the
program's operiational*definit.ion of modular instruction?

4.0 Will instruction be person4izep .If so, to whatlextent will the
instructional system he peeonalized? And what,0111 be the
program's operational defi4vitionof personalizpa instruction?

Obviously, it is both possible and important -teat

dozens of questions such as the Above examples; thetv

regarding admission procedures evluation, grading,

policies; and instructor and support personnel roles.

designers deal with

include questions

and reporting

The point is this:

it is far easier to deal with these issues prior to instruction 'or two

primary reasons: (1) those w o are responsible for operating program

can be more clear as t igir:responsibilities; and (2) who are
<,

participants in the,. aining calbe more aware of what is-exppctedof them.

This knowledge permit's both grou to make better periOnit decisions with

regard to program. Indeed, only su Wknowledge lets one know what he is

"getting into" and perm ts him toiectuy in" or "buy out."

0'4

Summary
4

J4°
4
v

This paper has 'attem `ted to very briefly describe the need for

conceptualization in V6th program and instructional system design. Those

who undertake the deLgn,Idevelopment, and operation of a Teacher Corps

are faced with a BA of complex tasksand'far too little time and money.

Consequently, Very oftenthe tendency is to give little time to

conceptualization.: Thisis particularly the case with regard to the

.
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instructional system. Too often development efforts consist of instructors

making their courses "competency based" by writing a few instructional

objectives-7usually behavioral objectives "a la.Mager"--and putting

together a few modules. The result is not a competency based instructional

system or for that matter any kind of instructional system at all, but

rather a jigsaw puzzleof rather ill-fitting pieces. The intent here is

not to condemn for the press of time and lack of developmental resources

has forced much of this on, all who have undertaken(such'tasks. However,

conceptualization of the programi and of the instructional system is

prerequisite to maximizing program effectiveness.' It is clear that the

benefits to be gained more than justify the effort.
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